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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe an algorithm for sensor network localization
(SNL) that proceeds by dividing the whole network into smaller
subnetworks, then localizes them in parallel using some fast and
accurate algorithm, and finally registers the localized subnetworks
in a global coordinate system. We demonstrate that this divide-andconquer algorithm can be used to leverage existing high-precision
SNL algorithms to large-scale networks, which could otherwise only
be applied to small-to-medium sized networks. The main contribution
of this paper concerns the final registration phase. In particular,
we consider a least-squares formulation of the registration problem
(both with and without anchor constraints) and demonstrate how this
otherwise non-convex problem can be relaxed into a tractable convex
program. We provide some preliminary simulation results for largescale SNL demonstrating that the proposed registration algorithm
(together with an accurate localization scheme) offers a good tradeoff
between run time and accuracy.
Index Terms— sensor network localization, anchors, scalability,
divide-and-conquer, rigid registration, semidefinite programming.
1. INTRODUCTION
The computational problem in sensor network localization (SNL) is
one of determining the position of sensors in two or three dimensions
from incomplete and inaccurate inter-sensor distances. In some cases,
the distances between certain fixed anchors (whose positions are
known fairly accurately) and some sensors are also provided [1, 2].
While the SNL problem in its full generality is known to be computationally intractable [3], nevertheless, there has been considerable
progress on developing algorithms that can efficiently solve the SNL
problem (exactly or approximately) under appropriate assumptions
on the network connectivity, and which are resilient to noise in the
distances and the anchor positions. Popular methods include classical multidimensional scaling [4], belief propagation [5], non-linear
filtering [6], and geometric methods [7, 8]. We refer the readers to
[1, 2, 9] for a broad survey of SNL algorithms.
The distance constraints in SNL make the problem intrinsically
non-convex. In the last few years, some very effective convex relaxations of the SNL problem have been proposed [10, 11, 12]. Apart
from offering remarkable localization accuracy in practice, these algorithms also come with guarantees on exact recovery and stability
under appropriate assumptions on the network connectivity [12, 13].
A drawback of these algorithms is that their computational complexity often scales poorly with the network size. For example, the convex
relaxations in [10, 12] result in semidefinite programs (SDP) with
O(N 2 ) variables, where N is the number of sensors. Due to the high
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memory requirement and computational cost of standard interiorpoint SDP solvers [14, 15], this limits the scope of these SDP-based
methods to at most a few hundred sensors. To improve the scalability
of the SDP method in [10], an alternative (and weaker) second-order
cone programming relaxation was proposed in [11] that can handle
a few thousand sensors. A more efficient enhancement of the SDP
method that could solve for a few thousand sensors on a standard PC
was later proposed in [16].
Our approach in this paper is along the lines of the divide-andconquer algorithms for anchor-free localization that was proposed in
[17, 18, 19]. In particular, we solve the SNL problem in three steps:
(1) we divide the network into overlapping patches (subnetworks), (2)
we localize these small patches in parallel using some accurate SDP
algorithm, and (3) we register the localized patches to determine the
sensor positions in a globally-consistent fashion. The contribution of
this paper concerns step (3). In Section 2, we demonstrate how the
non-convex problem of rigid registration (particularly with anchor
information) can be relaxed into a tractable convex program. This can
be seen as a multi-patch extension of the registration algorithm in [23].
Using the proposed SDP relaxation and performing the subnetwork
localizations in parallel, we can solve for networks with up to 5000
sensors within 10 minutes on a standard PC and a large 8000-sensor
network within 30 minutes. Some preliminary simulation results in
this direction are provided in Section 3.
2. METHOD
We now formally define the SNL problem with anchors, which includes anchor-free SNL as a special case. Suppose we have N sensors
and K anchors. Denote the positions of the sensors and anchors by
x1 , . . . , xN ∈ R d

and

a1 , . . . , aK ∈ Rd ,

where, usually, d = 2 or 3. We will generally refer to the sensors
and anchors as nodes of the network. We are provided the distances
between pairs of nodes that are within a certain radio range of each
other [10]. To represent this distance information, we introduce the
distance graph G = (V , E ) where the vertices V = {1, . . . , N +K}
represent the nodes. The first N vertices represent the sensors, while
the last K vertices the anchors. The edge set E ⊂ V × V is given
by the requirement that (k, l) ∈ E if and only if the distance d(k, l)
between nodes k, l ∈ V is known. Further, we write E as the union
of Ess and Esa , where Ess are the sensor-sensor edges and Esa are
the sensor-anchor edges. The known distances are represented by
D = {d(k, l) : (k, l) ∈ E }. Given G , D, and A = {a1 , . . . , aK },
the SNL problem is to determine x1 , . . . , xN such that

kxk − xl k = d(k, l), (k, l) ∈ Ess
(1)
kxk − al k = d(k, l), (k, l) ∈ Esa
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Motivated by previous work [17, 18, 19], we propose the following
divide-and-conquer algorithm.

(3) is as small as possible. In particular, we consider the following
quadratic loss φ given by
φ=

2.1. Clustering
First, we divide V into M disjoint clusters by recursively partitioning
G using the Shi-Malik spectral clustering [20]. Of course, other alternative ways of partitioning could be considered. For each cluster, we
collect the neighbors of every vertex in that cluster (k and l neighbors
in G if (k, l) ∈ E ), and merge a subset of these neighbors with the
cluster ensuring the size of the augmented cluster to be within a fixed
bound (details provided in Section 3). More specifically, we pick
those neighbors that have the maximum number of edges incident
on the cluster, that is, the neighbors that are “most rigidly” tied to
the cluster. The general idea is to expand each cluster so that sufficient pairs of clusters have nodes in common. In particular, we now
have overlapping patches P1 , . . . , PM , where Pi ⊂ V . By construction, each node belongs to at least one patch, while some nodes
belong to two or more patches. The latter nodes help in “propagating”
information between patches during the final registration.
2.2. Localization
We have reduced the large SNL problem into M smaller localization
subproblems, one for each patch. This is where we speedup the
computation by solving these subproblems in parallel. More precisely,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ M , let Gi be the subgraph of G induced by the vertices
in Pi , Di the distances in D induced by the edges in Gi , and Ai the
positions of the anchors in patch Pi . We use either SNLSDP [10]
or ESDP [16] (which is a further relaxation of SNLSDP) to compute
the positions of the sensor vertices in Pi from the knowledge of
Gi , Di , and Ai . For large noise and small sensing radius, SNLSDP
occasionally fails to localize certain patches (the corresponding SDP
is infeasible). We localize these exceptional patches using ESDP,
which is somewhat less accurate than SNLSDP but has a larger scope.
While one can also use other efficient SNL algorithms, these SDPbased solvers suit our purpose as they offer a good tradeoff between
accuracy and run-time for small problems. Finally, we refine the
sensor positions using the local optimization in [10].
At the end of this phase, all the patches have been positioned
in independent coordinate systems. If the k-th sensor belongs to
patch Pi , then we use xk,i to denote the position of that sensor
in Pi . In the ideal setting where each patch graph Gi is uniquely
localizable [13] and the distances are noise-free, the local sensor
positions {xk,i : k ∈ Pi } are identical to the global positions
{xk : k ∈ Pi } up to a rigid transform that fixes the anchors [10, 13].
That is, for some orthogonal transform Oi and translation ti ,
xk = Oi xk,i + ti

(k ∈ Pi ),

(2)

i=1

k∈Pi

(4)
X

o
kOM +1 al − Oi al − ti k ,
2

l∈Pi

where the optimization variables are: x1 , . . . , xN ; t1 , . . . , tM ∈ Rd
and O1 , . . . , OM +1 ∈ O(d). Here and henceforth O(d) denotes
the group of d × d orthogonal matrices, k·k is the Euclidean norm,
and λ > 0 is used to balance the loss. The slack variable OM +1 is
introduced to make φ homogeneous with respect to the variables.
The above optimization can be seen as a generalization of the
two-patch registration optimization addressed in [23]. In fact, the
present idea of first optimizing over the translations and then over the
orthogonal transforms is similar to the strategy used in that paper. We
first massage φ into something more compact using matrix notations.
We begin by collecting the free variables (sensor positions and translations) and the constrained variables (orthogonal transforms) into
two separate matrix variables:


Z =
x1 · · · xN t1 · · · tM ∈ Rd×(N +M ) ,
(5)

d×(M +1)d
O =
O1 · · · OM +1 ] ∈ R
.
Next, we introduce an undirected bipartite graph G = (Vx ∪ VP , E ),
where the vertices Vx = [1, N + K] correspond to the sensors and
anchors, and the vertices VP = [1, M ] correspond to the patches. The
edge set E ⊂ Vx ∪ VP is given by the requirement that (k, i) ∈ E
if and only if the k-th node is in patch Pi . To distinguish between
the sensors and anchors, we further divide Vx into the sensor vertices
Vs = [1, N ] and the anchor vertices Va = [N + 1, N + K]. We
denote the number of anchors in patch Pi by Ki .
Let δ L
i denote the all-zero vector of length L with 1 at the i-th
coordinate, and define
+M
+M
eki = δ N
− δN
N +i
k

and

+1
M +1
f j = δM
.
M +1 − δ j

In terms of the above notations, we can then rewrite (4) as
P
P
+1
φ(Z, O) = k∈Vs (k,i)∈E kZeki − O(δ M
⊗ Id )xk,i k2
i
P
P
+M
2
+ l∈Va (l,j)∈E kZδ N
N +j − O(f j ⊗ Id )al k ,
where Id is the d × d identity matrix and ⊗ is the Kronecker product.
By expanding out the squares and rearranging the terms, we get after
some algebraic manipulations that


  T 

 J
Z
−BT
φ(Z, O) = Trace Z O
(6)
−B
D
OT
where
J=

(l ∈ Pi ).

(i)

kxk − Oi xk − ti k2
+λ

and
al = Oi al + ti

M n X
X

X

ek,i eTk,i +

k∈Vs (k,i)∈E

(3)

It is understood here and henceforth that k ∈ {1, . . . , N } and l ∈
{N + 1, . . . , N + K}.

X

B=

X

X

X

X

l∈Va (l,j)∈E
+1
(δ M
i

⊗ Id )xk,i eTk,i

k∈Vs (k,i)∈E

+

X

X

T

+M
(f j ⊗ Id )al δ N
,
N +j

l∈Va (l,j)∈E

2.3. Rigid Registration
It remains to determine x1 , . . . , xN from the system of equations in
(2) and (3). In practice, one would expect these equations to hold
only approximately due to various imperfections. Thus, one would
like to have a reconstruction in which the discrepancy from (2) and
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D=

X

X

+1
+1
(δ M
⊗ Id )xk,i xTk,i (δ M
⊗ I d )T
i
i

k∈Vs (k,i)∈E

+

X

X

l∈Va (l,j)∈E

T

+M N +M
δN
,
N +j δ N +j

(f j ⊗ Id )al aTl (f j ⊗ Id )T .

Note that the block matrix J is of size (N + M ) × (N + M ), B is
of size (M + 1)d × (N + M ), and D is of size (M + 1)d × (M +
1)d. In fact, J = L + diag(0, . . . , 0, K1 , . . . , KM ), where L is the
Laplacian of the bipartite graph G 0 that is obtained by removing the
anchor vertices Va and the corresponding edges from G . In particular,
J is positive semidefinite. Moreover, if G 0 is connected and some
Ki > 0, then J is non-singular.
The optimization problem can now be compactly expressed as
n
o
min φ(Z, O) : Z ∈ Rd×(N +M ) , O ∈ Rd×(M +1)d , Oi ∈ O(d) .
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(a) 50 anchors, before refinement.

where Oi denotes the i-th d × d block of O. The present strategy
is to first solve for the unconstrained variable Z in terms of the
unknown orthogonal transformations O, representing the former as
linear combinations of the latter. In particular, fix some arbitrary O,
and let ψ(Z) = φ(Z, O). It is clear from (6) that ψ(Z) is quadratic in
Z. In particular, the stationary points Z? = Z? (O) of ψ(Z) obtained
by setting its gradient to zero are given by Z? J = OB. Note that the
Hessian of ψ(Z) equals 2J, and we known that J is non-singular if
G 0 is connected (this is always true in practice) and if there is at least
one anchor. Therefore, in this case the unique minimizer of ψ(Z) is
given by
Z? = OBJ−1 .
(7)
Substituting Z? in (6) and simplifying, we have ψ(Z? ) = φ(Z? , O) =
Trace(COT O), where C = D − BJ−1 BT . In other words, denoting the (i, j)-th block of C by Cij , we have thus reduced the original
problem to that of minimizing
Trace(COT O) =

M
+1 M
+1
X
X
i=1

Trace(Cij OTi Oj )

(8)

Trace(CG)
G  0, rank(G) = d, Gii = Id (i = 1, . . . , M + 1).

By dropping the non-convex rank constraint, we get the the following
convex program:
min
subject to
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Fig. 1. Localization results for SNLSR using full and minimal anchor
information during registration. We used a minimum of 3 anchors
(randomly picked from the full set of anchors) to fix the global rigid
transform. The problem parameters are: N = 500, r = 0.2, and
η = 0.5. The RMSD’s are: (a) 3.5e-2, (b) 2.3e-2, (c) 7.2e-2, and (d)
2.5e-2. The true sensor positions are marked with blue circles, the
anchors with solid black circles, and the estimated sensors with red
stars. The true and estimated sensors are joined by solid blue lines.

j=1

where the variables are the orthogonal matrices O1 , . . . , OM +1 . This
is clearly a difficult non-convex problem. We now present a convex
relaxation of this problem following the ideas in [21]. In particular,
we consider the (block) Gram matrix of the transforms, namely G =
OT O, which is of size (M + 1)d × (M + 1)d and whose (i, j)-th
block is given by Gi,j = OTi Oj . In terms of this Gram matrix, we
can equivalently formulate the optimization in (8) as
min
subject to

−0.4

(b) 50 anchors, after refinement.

Trace(CG)
G  0, Gii = Id (i = 1, . . . , M + 1).

(9)

Here G  0 means that G is symmetric and positive semidefinite,
and Gii = Id forces the diagonal d×d blocks of G to be identity matrices (thus requiring each transform to be orthogonal). Now (9) is a
standard convex program called a semidefinite program that has been
well-studied [22]. Suppose that G? is the global minimizer of (9). By
the diagonal block constraints in (9), it follows that rank(G? ) ≥ d.
If rank(G? ) is exactly d, we have in fact solved the original nonconvex problem (relaxation is tight). In particular, the factorization
G? = O?T O? , where O? has rank d, gives us the desired orthogonal transforms. Following (5) and (7), we set Z? = O? BJ−1 and
take the first N columns of Z? are taken to be the reconstructed
global coordinates.
On the other hand, if rank(G? ) > d, we need to project G? onto
the space of Gram matrices of orthogonal transforms. In particular,

let λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ(M +1)d ≥ 0 be the eigenvalues of G? , and
q 1 , . . . , q (M +1)d be the corresponding eigenvectors. Let
p
√
T
W=
λ1 q 1 · · · λd q d ∈ Rd×(M +1)d .
Notice that due to the relaxation, the d × d blocks of W are not guaranteed to be orthogonal. We round each d × d block of W to its “closest” orthogonal matrix. More precisely, let W = [W1 · · · WM +1 ].
For every i = 1, . . . , M + 1, we find O?i ∈ O(d) that minimizes
kOi − Wi kF where k·kF denotes the Frobenius norm. This has a
closed-form solution, namely O?i = UVT , where UΣVT is the
SVD
matrix O? =
 ? of W?i [23].
 Following (5) and (7), we form the
?
O1 . . . OM +1 and take the first N columns of Z = O? BJ−1 to
be the sensor coordinates.
In the final step, we refine the sensor positions obtained at the end
of registration using the gradient-based local search in [10]. As we
will see, this step is in fact quite effective in improving the localization
accuracy. We denote the final sensor positions by x̂1 , . . . , x̂N .
Henceforth, we will refer to the proposed algorithm as SNLSR,
short for “SNL via Subnetwork Registration”.
3. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We now present some simulation results for SNL in R2 using SNLSR.
All the simulations were carried out in Matlab 8.1 on a four-core 2.83
GHz Linux workstation with a 3.6 GB memory. It is clear that the
computation-intensive steps of our approach are the determination
of the patch localizations and the solution of (9). The former was
accomplished in a parallel fashion using the Matlab implementations
of SNLSDP [10] and ESDP [16].
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Table 1. Comparison of the run time and localization accuracy of
SNLSR (t1 and RMSD1) with [10, 16] (t2 and RMSD2) for the unitsquare graph. We used SNLSDP [10] for N < 150, and ESDP [16]
for larger problems (see text for further details).
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(d) η = 0.3, 5.5e-2 (ESDP).

Fig. 2. Localization using SNLSR and ESDP [16]. The RMSD’s are
shown in bold. The problem parameters in either case are: N =
500, K = 50, and r = 0.2 (around 10% edges). The overall run
time of SNLSR was about 10 and 18 seconds for the clean and noisy
problems; the corresponding times for ESDP were about 2 minutes
and 38 seconds.

For solving the SDP relaxation of (9), we used the interior-point
solver SeDuMi [15] for medium-sized problems, and SDPLR [24]
for large problems. For the hierarchical clustering, we partitioned
G in a recursive fashion until the size of each cluster is below 30.
We next grow each cluster into a patch by adding its neighbors as
explained in Section 2, where we limit the patch size to 45. This is
roughly the largest patch size for which the run time of SNLSDP is
reasonable.
Following [10, 16], we generate the true positions of the sensors
and anchors by drawing |V | = N + K points {xi : i ∈ V } from
the uniform distribution on the unit square [−0.5, 0.5]2 . We take the
first N points to be the sensors and the remaining K points to be the
anchors. Following [11], we set K = [N/10]. The distance graph
G = (V , E ) is given by the condition that (k, l) ∈ E if and only if
kxk − xl k ≤ r, where r ∈ (0, 1) is the radio range. We also use the
noise model from [10, 16] in which the measured distances are given
by d(k, l) = |1 + η · N (0, 1)| · kxk − xl k for (k, l) ∈ E , where
N (0, 1) is the standard normal distribution and η ∈ (0, 1) is the
noise level. While other noise models could also be considered, we
settled for this noise model to facilitate comparison with the results
in [10, 16]. For the same reason, we use the Root-Mean-SquaredDeviation (RMSD) to quantify thePlocalization accuracy which is
2
given by the square root of (1/N ) N
k=1 kx̂k − xk k .
Note that it is possible to register the patches in a globally consistent manner using the anchor-free registration, simply by dropping
the equations in (3). Do we get better localization accuracy by incorporating the anchor information into the registration? Exhaustive
simulations (not reported here) show that by incorporating anchors
into the registration, it is indeed possible to improve the accuracy.
Simulations show that if the noise is small and the patches are sufficiently rigid, then the margin of improvement is small. However,

r
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.02

η
0
0.3
0
0.2
0.1
0
0.01
0.1
0
0.01
0.05
0
0.005
0.05
0
0.01
0

t1
8.1 sec
4.2 sec
5.1 sec
5.6 sec
6.8 sec
10.4 sec
21.5 sec
15.1 sec
32.7 sec
33.1 sec
25.7 sec
1.84 min
1.93 min
1.62 min
6.82 min
6.81 min
28.34 min

t2
9.1 sec
8.6 sec
38.9 sec
91.3 sec
2.1 min
2.74 min
46.1 sec
37.9 sec
9.35 min
5.55 min
1.82 min
11.35 min
6.54 min
7.26 min
24.35 min
22.54 min
1 hr 16 min

RMSD1
8.9e-8
3.1e-2
3.8e-8
2.1e-2
2.5e-2
3.8e-6
4.3e-4
4.3e-3
1.9e-2
3.4e-2
2.8e-2
1.3e-2
1.8e-2
1.5e-2
1.1e-2
1.2e-2
2.4e-3

RMSD2
2.7e-9
3.2e-2
1.4e-8
1.9e-2
2.1e-1
1.2e-7
8.2e-4
2.3e-2
1.3e-2
3.2e-2
1.3e-2
1.2e-2
1.1e-2
1.1e-2
1.6e-2
8.2e-3
4.8e-3

under more adversarial settings, the margin can be quite substantial.
A particular example is presented in Figure 1. Notice the poor localization in (c) around the top left corner. This is because a couple of
patches around this region were poorly localized by SNLSDP, and
moreover, the anchors in this region were not considered during the
registration. As a consequence, the rigid transform associated with
these patches were poorly estimated during the registration. Also,
notice that the gradient-based refinement is quite effective in reducing
the RMSD in either case. In particular, while the RMSD gap is about
50% after the registration, the gap comes down to about 20% after
the refinement.
We next compare SNLSR with the SDP-based methods in [10,
16], both in terms of accuracy and scalability. Using the computational resources mentioned earlier, we could solve for at most
N = 150 sensors using SNLSDP [10]. We used ESDP to address
larger problems. Simulations suggest that our divide-and-conquer
method is significantly faster (often by an order) than these methods.
The accuracy of SNLSR is comparable, and occasionally better, than
these methods. A visual comparison for a moderate-sized problem is
provided in Figure 2. Further comparisons are provided in Table 1.
We note that we empirically tuned λ in φ to get the minimum RMSD
from SNLSR. For the SNL settings considered here, the optimal λ
was in the interval (1, 4), and the variability of the RMSD within
this interval was small (within 10% of the optimal), and even smaller
after the refinement.
4. CONCLUSION
We presented a divide-and-conquer approach for SNL and demonstrated its utility for large-scale problems. In particular, we showed
how the non-convex problem of registering the subnetworks can be
relaxed and solved efficiently using modern convex programming
tools. While the simulation results presented here are far from exhaustive, they nevertheless demonstrate that the idea of localizing
patches in parallel and then registering them in a globally consistent
fashion can indeed lead to fast and scalable algorithms.
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